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INTRODUCTION



Social isolation - older and younger people
Over reliance on cars and underinvestment on greener modes of transport
Poor air quality
Insufficient and poor-quality housing
Poorly designed neighbourhoods
Lack of green spaces, parks and leisure
Public health inequalities

Elderberry AB with the support of the project consortium, was responsible for the coordination 
and development of this curriculum, as leader of the Intellectual Output IO2 “ACRIC CPD 
Curriculum” A training curriculum for a Continuous Professional Development (CPD) for adult 
educators with a learning outcome matrix (LOM) based on EQF/NQF. The course will 
concentrate on effective pedagogical methods deliver the informal and formal adult education 
programs. The course concentrates on effective pedagogical methods to deliver the informal 
and formal adult education programs to the target groups. It also contains module of creating 
links between community and decision makers. It is closely linked to the Methodology 
handbook and Implementation strategy.

21st century cities and towns are expanding and developing exponentially with over half the 
world’s population now living in an urban footprint. Yet despite this growth many towns and 
cities are failing to provide a high quality of life for the people who occupy them. This includes a 
range of problems including:

 
A key factor underpinning these negative indicators of urban life is that citizens are disengaged 
from civic processes that steer the development of their towns and cities. There is an urgent 
need for city officials and agencies leading change to take account of the agency of citizens in 
long term planning of the urban form and in the design and development of short term projects 
such as creating a new residential development, library, park etc. There is also an imbalance 
between economic, social and environmental drivers of change.

Active Citizens Reimagining the Community (ACRIC) explored collaboratively how in five 
European countries, each with their own traditions and contexts shaping urban development, 
how best practice is emerging to empower citizens in urban development practice both at a 
micro level (within a neighbourhood context) and macro level (transport modalities, industrial 
and planning policies). In particular it explored the push for creating greater equilibrium 
between economic, social and environmental drivers for change placing emphasis on the needs 
of future generations and designing places for and around people.

Finally, it explored how community leaders can help bridge the divide between institutions and 
development agencies and citizens to enable more sustainable and citizen centric cities.
ACRIC explored how citizens can become more active in shaping the design of the urban form – 
modes of transport, places of work, retail and living neighbourhoods.
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Aims and objectives
Active Citizens Reimagining the Community is a adult education program directed at training 
“community mediators”. The objectives are to train selected members of the public to act as
mediators between the community and professionals working in urban development. ACRIC 



is grounded on the premise that our communities need to be reimagined with radical new 
approaches for their future development with citizens as active agents in the process.

Urban development is at a crossroads with half of the global population now living in cities. 
According to UNESCO, two thirds of the world’s population forecast to live in urban areas by 
2050. This mass internal migration from smaller towns and rural areas to ever expanding urban 
hubs means planners and policy makers have to rethink how to manage a range of complex 
challenges such as; air and water quality, waste disposal, transportation, sustainable economic 
development, housing, care, health, policing, parks, leisure and community services.

If urban hubs are to cope with increased inward migration and consequently smaller towns and 
rural areas an increased external migration, there is a need for a reorganisation of services. 
These services need to be founded on sustainable land use, inclusive economic growth and 
greener communal transport systems to enable citizens and communities to contribute to 
future development. The traditional model of top-down, urban planning led by a combination 
of municipal planning and private sector led agencies will not be capable of managing the 
challenges associated without actively engaging citizens in community development. There is a 
pressing need to democratise urban planning and to place citizens and their needs at the heart 
of future growth.

At the heart of this approach is our learning that small mechanisms and radical incrementalism 
can cumulatively affect wider social change and the redesign of cities.

Identified needs
Cities and towns are expanding and developing exponentially in the 21st Century. Over half the 
world’s population now live in an urban footprint. In the UK and Europe, with the decline of 
19th and 20th century manufacturing industries, the growth of service economies and new 
technologies in a digital age, the traditional design, layouts and functionalities of towns and 
cities are becoming outdated. The traditional model of an administrative, legal, commercial, 
and retail hub with wrap around inner and outer neighbourhoods, traversed by road and public 
transport infrastructure are no longer functional.

Increasingly the immune system of urban areas has been pushed to the limit. “...cars are 
straining roads and resources, temperatures are ever more extreme, air quality is suffering, 
green space is shrinking, walking and biking are riskier, housing is more expensive, transit is 
overcrowded” The Future Is Green: Why We Need Sustainable Cities Shelley Poticha 2018
Moreover, there is a body of evidence that increasingly the design of urban spaces is creating 
an enforced social challenge in terms of hindering social isolation and increasing loneliness. 
Tanzil Shafique The Conversation 2019. The availability of public space, truly public space in 
which we feel joint ownership along with other citizens, is decreasing in cities,”

Colin Ellard The Conversation 2019. Increasingly there is a need therefore to create social 
spaces that allow people to connect with others.

One of the key barriers however, towards creating sustainable practices systems and 
economies, is that citizens are disengaged in civic processes and from their neighbourhoods. 
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The most basic premise for change starts at the roots of a community, with its peoples' will for 
change, and in conversation. The level on top of this grassroots communication, requires that 
citizens have access to the channels that feed their information to city officials who can 
continue the conversation at the city and policy level. The disconnect happens between these 
two tiers, creating blind spots in both policy making and citizen conversations, and rendering 
outreach efforts by local government fruitless, for lack of clear channels of engagement 
between the two groups. Hannah Greinetz 2014 What do we need to build sustainable cities 
and communities.

There is a large body of academic evidence regarding the decline of civic engagement David 
Watson, Robert Hollister, Susan E. Stroud and Elizabeth Babcock, The engaged university: 
international perspectives on civic engagement 2011 refer to “...growing apathy, a loss of 
interest in civic and political affairs, an avoidance of electoral and other democratic 
responsibilities and little investment in community wellbeing. The subsequent ‘prognosis’ 
predicts a progressive crumbling of communities and the weakening of democracy.

This is a transnational problem that requires transnational solutions. Communities need to be 
re-imagined with radical approaches to their future development. This means adapting urban 
spaces and functionalities, as they currently exist now with radical new design principles. We 
need to create more networked, integrated, diverse, multi-functional cities that are served by 
greener, sustainable, transport solutions and generating inclusive growth serving urban 
communities.

At the heart of these design principles lies an equally radical re-thinking of the adult 
educational concepts to develop the democratic processes needed for city development. We 
need to use learning as a gateway to effective civic participation. We need to support learning 
institutions to devolve power to communities in a way that improves the relevance, quality and 
impact of adult learning and enables these learning institutions to become sufficiently engaged 
as part of the process of Asset Based Community Development.
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Opportunities 
This project seeks to break new ground and create a paradigm shift in Civic Participation in a 
way that delivers multiple benefits. The innovation of this project is that it was co- produced 
through working with existing Community Champions. To that end it is truly a product of Asset 
Based Community Development. The 10 key learning modules were born out of and 
complement priority areas identified by existing Community Champions and contain content 
hitherto overlooked by existing community development programs and indeed by traditional 
planning processes.

This project will serve as a new gateway to recruit a new cohort of community champions and 
invest in developing their skills and ideas in a way that is impactful. In doing so it could serve as 
a new key resource used by a variety of organisations seeking to successfully engage their 
communities in civic participation in a way that leads to tangible outcomes. It will attract adults 
of all ages who are keen to invest in their own skills development in a way that is purposeful 
and enables them to influence their own surroundings.



Target groups
This project is aimed at N.G.O’s and other organisations who are involved in the field of 
Community Development who are proactively engaged with Community Leaders to empower 
them to drive positive urban transformation.

It is also aimed at Adult Education providers enabling them to deliver:

a. A formal accredited learning programme of Community Development aimed at Adult 
Educators
b. A non-formal programme aimed at volunteer Community Champions/Mediators

It will create new opportunities for people who are passionate about their communities and 
want to develop the skills and knowledge to positively engage with the urban planning process, 
enabling them to link between the professionals and the general public.

ACRIC conceptual framework 
The conceptual framework presented here is the result of collecting information on best 
practice/case studies and teaching methodologies in training selected members of the public to 
act as mediators between the community and professionals working in urban development 
conducted within the first stages of outcomes ACRIC Methodology Handbook, ACRIC Web 
Quest – eLearning Material and ACRIC CPD Training Course Curriculum.

ACRIC methodology handbook 
The handbook comprises four articles supplemented by a literature review, which provides 
useful routes to further study. The first, article ‘Ensuring Places for All, by G3, looks at the 
importance of resident engagement in the management of urban places in Germany and 
explore how resident agency is important enabling these places to ‘maintain their individuality 
and identity’. The essay suggests this is because residents ‘know best what is needed, what 
must be preserved and how the city can become their city.’ Several case examples are included 
to illustrate this point in practice. The second article, ‘A Place for All’, written by Symplexis, 
looks at creating urban places that cater for a range of communities, that are places of 
welcome and that foster community cohesion. It explores some of the drivers around diversity 
in urban contexts alongside theories of inter-culturalism and multi culturalism and makes the 
case for diverse and equality focussed cities from an ethical perspective. Finally, it highlights 
the importance of bringing different ‘ideas and perspectives can assist the process of building 
successful urban development. 

The third article, ‘Recipes for Asset Based Community Development’, written by the Pioneer 
Group, explores how Asset Based Community Development (ABCD) empowers communities to 
shape the outcomes they envision and how to harness and share the ‘strengths and gifts’ that 
are hidden in communities. Several case studies are used to illustrate how ABCD has 
contributed to more successful urban development in local areas across one city. Each case 
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Planning for real and social design methodologies for reshaping urban neighbourhoods. 
Creating and building new participative democratic and civil society solutions. 
Developing models of social finance, social value and community wealth generation and 
building sustainability and green innovation in neighbourhood change, planning and design. 
Participative democracy and civil society solutions, models of social value and community 
wealth generation and building sustainability and green innovation. 

study concludes with the key ingredients in their own recipe of success. The final article, 
written by Cooperativa Operária Portalegrense reviews some of the principal theories of urban 
development design with a focus on those that shape development around people and 
communities. To support the article a literature review has been produced those references key 
texts in general planning, neighbourhood-based planning, public participation planning, plan 
making and planning history. This provides a useful reference source for further study in urban 
design and planning relevant to our other outputs including the toolkits and the curriculum. 
All four articles reference the “managing my neighbourhood output” included in the original 
application – democratic oversight of continuous neighbourhood management; models of 
resourcing the stewardship of neighbourhoods; models for managing integrated 
neighbourhood services and digital communication tools for neighbourhood management. The 
second section of the handbook includes 12 best practices across four themes included in the 
change my neighbourhood theme outlined in the original application. These include: 

Learning outcomes and competence matrix 

The Learning Outcomes Matrix (LOM) presents the key competences to be achieved by adult 
learners in a context of informal and formal methods to support front-line workers and address 
their specific needs; support front-line workers to utilise the the training material in learning 
environments with community mediators; basics of urban development contents and be 
comfortable working with the new resources and environments.

The LOM has been compiled according to the European Qualification Framework (EQF) as a set 
of learning outcomes (LO) - in terms of knowledge, skills and competences. The LOM 
represents learning outcomes in EQF level 3 and 4 - in terms of knowledge, skills and 
competences. The LOM is drawn from and complements the methodological framework and 
illustrates the key competences and skills can be acquired through ACRIC in adult education, 
informal and non-formal learning. The key-competences developed were developed during the 
training needs analysis conducted by each partner with their Local Working Group consisting of 
experts from the respective areas of the project. and follow the new Commission 
“Recommendation on Key Competences for Lifelong Learning” (2018), namely: - STEM, 
languages, digital, literacy, cultural awareness and expression, entrepreneurship, civic and - 
personal, social and learning. The matrix identifies which learning objectives, knowledge, skills 
and attitude is acquired and is designed following the rubric methodology and establishes the 
criteria for assessing progress related with the complexity required by the various EQF levels to 
acquire the foreseen new key competences.



CPD curriculum concepts 

be develop informal and formal methods to support front-line workers and address their 
specific needs;
support front-line workers to utilise the the training material in learning environments with 
community mediators;
basics of urban development contents and be comfortable working with the new resources 
and environments.

Transport & Connectivity
 Leisure & Amenities
 Children and Play
 Maximising Community Assets & Unlocking New Opportunities
 The value of History, Heritage and Urban change
 Embedding Community Ethos and Values e.g creating ‘connecting spaces’
 The Commercial experience
 Enhancing community aesthetics
 Environmental factors e.g. air quality, recycling,
 Culture e.g. faith, mutual aid

This CPD course curriculum is for adult educators will be developed with a Learning Outcome 
Matrix with relevant skills, competences and knowledge. Partners worked closely with their 
local working groups to identify the precise training needs to be addressed in the course. The 
emphasis of the course is to ensure that adult educators engaged acquire the necessary know- 
how to:

The course is structured according to EQF framework, we particularly focused on EQF level 3 
and 4 since the content is for front line workers which could include adults with basic literacy 
competencies and have a modular blended format, comprising 25 hours of face-to-face training 
and 50 hours of self-directed online learning, through the project platform. The modules 
provide the necessary rational, strategic insight and a range of didactic contents to support the 
delivery of the ACRIC material.

In addition, a series of training material to enable adult educators to address each one of the 
competences identified in the Learning Outcome Matrix is also provided. The content was 
benchmarked for partners’ work and this allows to tailor content to suit local context and 
needs.

The LOM also draw from the methodological framework of the resources developed and is 
illustrated by key competences needed by front line workers in order to engage in the program 
of adult education, informal and non-formal learning.

On-line tool kit of training material aimed Front-line workers contains both formal and non- 
formal methodologies on helping them deliver 10 areas of community development chosen to 
help them facilitate upskilling of Community Mediators to engage with the community

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Each area contains several scenario-based exercises supplemented by video links, weblinks, and 
exercise documents.
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EDUCATOR NOTES



Transport & Connectivity
 Leisure & Amenities
 Children & Play
 Maximising Community Assets
 History, Heritage and Urban Change
 Creating Connecting Spaces
 The Commercial Experiences
 Community Aesthetics
 Environmental Factors
 Culture

In this Section we highlight the educator notes from our ten modules. The following are 
the modules:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Transport & Connectivity

1

3 

Designing out the use of cars for commuting – 
towards healthier and greener transport solutions. 

The learning approach is predicated on an action learning approach pioneered by Mumford 
(Mumford, A. (1996), ‘Effective Learners in action learner sets’. Employee Counselling Today, 
Vol 8 No6, PP 3-10. Originally Developed as a group of people meeting in a workplace to solve 
workplace issues it can also be used in wider applications such as in this challenge. It draws on 
writing on experiential learning through reflection on doing in this case through a small cohort 
working with a lead learner. In the process the participants are asked to run a diary log for one 
week on their travel and movements in the conduct of accessing work, education, shopping or 
culture and to reflect with the learner how they felt at the end of the process.

The lead learner analyses their diary logs and presents to the group the totality of their 
movement in costs, mileage, carbon use and the group reflects on the process. The lead leaner 
also presents options to the participants on how they could make their journeys greener and 
healthier as well as cheaper. As with the first week learners complete a diary log and present 
the results to the lead learner who analyses their data and presents this to the participants and 
reflects with the group on both rounds. The challenge at the end is to see if the participants are 
sufficiently incentivised by the learning to change their travel behaviours and adopt greener 
and healthier transport solutions in the future. 

2 

(EQF Level 3)
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Healthier Pathways 4 Active Travel

This quest would suit group work with a small cohort of learners engaging in the task but could 
work as well as individual learners.

There is a wealth of published findings on top of the websites and articles referenced on the 
issue of air quality published through the United Nations, EU, National Governments, Regional 
& local Government together with specialist environmental agencies and agencies promoting 
active travel and cycling operating at a global, European, national and local level. To get to grips 
with the issue learners should be encouraged to undertake desktop research. A couple of hours 
light touch research will assist leaners get a measure of the seriousness of the issue where “air 
pollution …kills an estimated 7 million people every year (and is) the biggest environmental 
health risk of our time” UN Environment Programme, htttps//www. Unep.org).

This exercise is one that is very much based on an action learning approach combining desktop 
research on the issue – air quality and active travel and adapting this for learners applying this 
research to develop their own active travel routes – 3 in all – that provides the best quality air 
whilst travelling.

(EQF Level 4)
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Leisure & Amenities

2

Asset Based Community Development - Take 
Your Own Approach in Your Street or Neighbourhood

Asset Based Community development was crystallised by the work of US academics
Kretszmann and McKnight in the early 90s.It has now grown to a worldwide approach applied in 
the field of community development in Africa, Asia, Europe and the Americas.

It takes a unique approach to community building starting with the premise that community 
building starts within the community; it is a bottom-up process. They take the opposite view of 
many theorists and practitioners of community development or community regeneration that 
public institutions should avoid taking a deficit approach seeking to fix things that are wrong in 
as a top down process but rather to work with the natural assets that can be found in an area 
whatever the challenges it may have.

Students / learners should be guided to Kretzmans and Mc Knights seminal work to understand 
the origins and principles of asset based community development. More modern practitioners 
and theorists such as the Irish theorist and practitioner Cormac Russell give an up-to-date take 
on abcd.

2 

(EQF Level 4)

For the research phase an overview of basic questionnaire design can be provided but this does 
not need to be overly complex and can use Survey Monkey or other similar on line 
questionnaire tools.

It is better that leaners approach this in small groups to create an approach based on action 
learning – drawing on the early action research theories of Kurt Lewin.

By combining research and practice with reflective evaluation the learning experience can be 
enhanced and group learning. Clem Ademan’s Kurt Lewin and the Origins of Action Research 
provides an excellent overview of action research. (Clem Adelman (1993, Educational Action 
Research, 1:1 7-2 ) and can be accessed on https://doi.org/10.1080/0965079930010102) 

Increase Utilisation of Sports Facilities

In user surveys, contact and addressing the users is enormously important. Support the 
frontline workers in the preparation and dissemination of their activities. Check which channels 
are currently being used to address users and consider in which places which user groups can 
best be reached:

(EQF Level 4)
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direct contacts in the swimming pool hall by staff
flyer on site and in the neighbourhood
website
newsletters
social media
local newspapers and advertisements

Channels of outreach can be:

Tips on how to successfully share surveys are summarised in the article How to Distribute 
Surveys and get Quality Responses.

Inspiration and further information can also be found in the studies conducted by other 
institutions. Research whether there have already been similar surveys and use the experience 
gained there. A study from Hong Kong in 2021, for example, looked at the holistic performance 
of indoor swimming pools. Read the study and you will certainly find approaches that you can 
apply to your own project and pass on: User-centric analytic approach to evaluate the 
performance of sports facilities: A study of swimming pools.

Build Your Own Community Centre

That build costs have been covered off through public or private sector funding with a 
percentage contribution raised directly by the community (between €50,000 and €100,000 
and potentially revenue costs for at least the first ten years once the defects liability period 
has ended.

That a community organisation will run the asset once it has been completed and handed 
over by the contractor and developer.
The remit for the community organisation is that it is able to deliver and sustain

The vision and purpose for the community asset
The programmes and services envisaged
The governance to ensure there is accountability
Reporting arrangements in terms of performance on services and programmes
Rental and hire income
Fundraising

This challenge is about sustaining a community facility once it has been built. The assumptions 
are:

The resources section above includes a wide range of references to videos, documents and 
websites where best practice and guidance on meeting the challenge can be drawn.

There are four tasks set out:

First, conduct a survey to establish the vision, purpose and scope for delivering services from 
the community amenity. As well as the references set out learners can draw on:
How to conduct a community needs assessment. This provides an excellent strategic approach

(EQF Level 4)
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https://www.getfeedback.com/resources/online-surveys/distribute-online-surveys-get-quality-responses/
https://www.getfeedback.com/resources/online-surveys/distribute-online-surveys-get-quality-responses/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352710221008093
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352710221008093
https://acric.eu/quests-all/63-cat-2-eqf-level-4/790-build-your-own-community-centre
https://acric.eu/quests-all/63-cat-2-eqf-level-4/790-build-your-own-community-centre


to establishing a baseline community assessment. This approach could be useful as a starting 
point or incorporated into the questionnaire. See Kiwanis.org
An excellent example of a community survey for a community centre project can be found on
https;//www.chinleybuxworthbrownside-pc.gov.uk/news. This includes diagrams of a proposed 
layout for the centre and priorities for the setup of community spaces and amenities. It can give 
leaners ideas on designing their own survey.

Second, develop a fundraising plan to contribute €50,000 to €100,000 towards the cost of the 
build to march the public/private funding of circa €1.250m.
As well as the reference material learners can be directed to: 
For a general approach with an excellent proforma that can be used see the community 
fundraising guide published by the UK’s National Council for Voluntary Organisations. 
Accessible on shared-impact.com.
The UK Resource Centre, equally have a handbook setting out how to approach developing a 
fundraising strategy. This can be accessed via resoucrecentre.org.uk
Eden Project communities have set out concrete ideas through their six ways to fundraise for 
your community. This can be found on eden.projectcommunities.com.

Third, undertake a business plan for generating revenue for meeting ongoing management 
costs for the community entre once it is built. Key components of this are being clear about the 
functioning spaces available and developing a hire rate for each taking into account potentially 
different types of hirers e.g. commercial (full rate) and social / community (reduced rate). Note 
community organisations will need to develop clear policies on hiring rates when there is a mix 
of commercial and subsided as these could be challenged. Learners should be encouraged to 
google examples of community centre lettings plans – there are plenty of examples around for 
particular countries in the acric partnership.

Fourth, undertake a case study of two successful community centre developments one built for 
the community and one built by the community. There are plenty of examples around and a 
google search can produce good examples that are relevant to each particular country.  
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Children & Play

3

Involve the target group

Communication
Communication is a core element of this quest. The difficulty of the workshops is to engage 
with different groups - children, parents, stakeholders, decision makers. For this reason, the 
focus of this task should not only be on the organisational implementation of the workshop, 
but also on training communication skills.

Help the participants to formulate an introduction and possible icebreakers. In Chapter 16 of 
the Community Toolbox, which we have also linked to earlier in the process, there are also tips 
on how to deal with interruptions.

Support participants to be able to run a workshop confidently and safely.

Networking
For the implementation of this project, the cooperation of different persons and partners is 
necessary. Help the participants to build networks. Tips for this can be found in the article 
How to Network. In small towns and neighbourhoods, it is essential to know the right people 
and to strive for long-term cooperation.

Maybe you have your own contacts with whom you can introduce the participants?

(EQF Level 4)

Discover the city through children's eyes

Walks are a method of inventory analysis that can be used before the renewal and
development of neighbourhoods. The method of walking tours is also part of a comprehensive
concept for the stronger participation of children and young people in urban planning
processes developed in Germany, the Spielleitplanung.

The Spielleitplanung is the result of a joint project of the Ministry of the Environment and the
Ministry of Youth of Rhineland-Palatinate. The planning office STADTKINDER played a major
role in the conception and development of the Spielleitplanung. The result is a strategic
instrument for municipalities and cities to systematically involve children and young people in
urban planning and thus ensure that their needs and interests are better taken into account. It
consists of three parts: analysis of the current state (walks could be part of this), conception
and execution. For the concept, it is essential to ensure that planning and implementation are
binding, the procedure and also the implementation strategy are agreed on by local decision-

(EQF Level 3)
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https://acric.eu/quests-all/65-cat-3-eqf-level-4/489-involve-the-target-group
https://acric.eu/quests-all/65-cat-3-eqf-level-4/489-involve-the-target-group
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/theyec/2014/07/28/how-to-network-the-right-way-eight-tips/?sh=4e9672556d47
https://acric.eu/quests-all/64-cat-3-eqf-level-3/498-discover-the-city-through-children-s-eyes
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makers. Furthermore, children are seen as experts of their own living environment and are 
granted the right to co-determination and co-design of their environment.
Take a look at the Video “Germany, Regensburg: Spielleitplanung" where the concept and the 
implementation process is explained.

The walking tours can be a first approach to discover cities and neighbourhoods through 
children's eyes. Encourage participants to involve children and young people fully in the whole 
planning process. The concept of Spielleitplanung has already been successfully implemented 
in several German cities like Berlin or Regensburg. Take a look at the publication of a study trip 
to Germany, “Technical Mission to Germany. A Child friendly City is Good for Everyone”, where 
the concept of Spielleitplanung as well as examples for child friendly panning projects are 
presented.

Use this methodical introduction to inspire participants, but also potential partners and 
stakeholders, to work with children and young adults. You may be able to stimulate a complete 
planning process with children through this exercise.
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Engaging with teenagers and gaining a better 
understanding of their needs

For such an campaign to be successful, publicity is essential. Support frontline workers in the 
preparation phase with the following tips:

Find platforms for your campaign - a section on the municipal website, a separate social media 
channel, a place that young people can reach digitally to find out more about the campaign. Not 
sure which channels are the relevant ones? Use statistical data, for example, to find out which 
platforms are used by young people, for example in Germany or the UK . For tips on how to 
reach them on social media channels, see the blog post How to reach gereation swipe on social 
media.

Think about a title and the terms of use. Which entries can young people submit and how? For 
example, create a #coolplacesYOURCITY hashtag under which the contributions can be found 
and compiled.

Talk to young people (for instance, your own children, acquaintances, young people in youth 
institutions) about your idea and ask them for their advice and opinion. Make sure that the 
action does not only appear to be young-ish, but that it really appeals to the target group.
Develop flyers, posters, social media campaigns and don't forget to address the target group 
directly in order to achieve the greatest possible response for the action.

Show commitment. Do not let the engagement go nowhere. Appreciate young people's 
commitment and take it as a starting point for further cooperation. Only if young people feel 
their opinion is relevant, they will actively participate in further formats.

(EQF Level 3)

https://criancaenatureza.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Technical-Mission-to-Germany-CN_POCKET.pdf
https://acric.eu/quests-all/64-cat-3-eqf-level-3/498-discover-the-city-through-children-s-eyes
https://acric.eu/quests-all/64-cat-3-eqf-level-3/507-engaging-with-teenagers-and-gaining-a-better-understanding-of-their-needs
https://acric.eu/quests-all/64-cat-3-eqf-level-3/507-engaging-with-teenagers-and-gaining-a-better-understanding-of-their-needs
https://www.statista.com/statistics/422297/children-and-teenagers-social-network-usage-germany/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/422297/children-and-teenagers-social-network-usage-germany/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1308802/uk-kids-engagement-selected-platform-by-age/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1308802/uk-kids-engagement-selected-platform-by-age/
https://medium.com/embrosa/how-do-you-reach-generation-swipe-on-social-media-d3f8bef97d4c
https://medium.com/embrosa/how-do-you-reach-generation-swipe-on-social-media-d3f8bef97d4c


Are there “us” and “them”? If yes, who are “us” and “them”?
Why do we often put people in boxes?
Do you usually group people into different sorts of categories? What categories are these?
What are the side effects of putting people in boxes? Address the bigotry concept. 
Over the experience, did you easily label someone? (if applicable)

From the experiment or the video “All that we share”, explore what you can tell that bring 
us together and develop intimacy and sense of belonging?

To help frontline workers taking notes and reflecting on what they watched or experienced, 
some prompts could be shared to provide them with some guidance:

Present the video that illustrates what stereotyping is about and why we rely on it. 
Continue the discussion, debating:

To finalise, present the video “How to create a sense of belonging”: 

Why do we stereotype? - YouTube

Maximising Community Assets

4

Discover All That You Share with Your Community (EQF Level 3)

Create a “Love Notes’ Installation” About Your Community 

Sites (e.g., national park, viewpoints, mountains, archaeological site, …);
Places (e.g., special restaurant, antique’s shop, thematic park, skating area, …);
Traditions, festivities and local celebrations (e.g., local festivals, Christmas traditions, fairs, 
…);
Events (e.g., Annual concert from local orchestra, national theatre companies’ gathering, 
…);

This quest will introduce frontline workers into asset mapping with simple activities. Guide 
them through the documents and feel free to explore other items that haven’t been 
highlighted in the explanation.

They might need support capturing what they love about their community and what they care 
about it. 

Prompts to gain insight on what I love about my community:

(EQF Level 3)
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https://acric.eu/quests-all/66-cat-4-eqf-level-3/503-maximising-community-assets-and-unlocking-new-opportunities
https://www.youtube.com/embed/0sBqCL9FoQs
https://www.youtube.com/embed/0sBqCL9FoQs
https://acric.eu/quests-all/66-cat-4-eqf-level-3/504-create-a-love-notes-installation
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https://acric.eu/quests-all/66-cat-4-eqf-level-3/504-create-a-love-notes-installation
https://acric.eu/quests-all/66-cat-4-eqf-level-3/504-create-a-love-notes-installation


Events (e.g., Annual concert from local orchestra, national theatre companies’ gathering, 
…);
Services (e.g., Easy access to health services, schools, culture, public transports, …);
People (e.g., friendly, welcoming, enthusiastic and engaged neighbourhood, …);
Personal habits and routines that the person would do in the community (e.g., taking the 
yoga class at the sunrise in the park, sitting in the coffee shop and greeting everybody, 
going for foraging wildflowers in Spring, …)
Atmosphere and values (e.g., safety, peace and quietness, cultural diversity, inclusiveness of 
disabled people, …)

The main historic site;
Unemployment of young people;
Homelessness;
Lack of activities for elderly people;
Make affordable housing more accessible;
Improving educational prospects for youth;
Erosion of the beach;
Preservation of an ancient tradition;
The public garden;
Lack of painting classes.

Prompts to gain insight on what I care about my community:

Show successful stories.
If they feel drawn to this topic, recommend the podcast “Empowering Communities to Discover 
and Use their Assets to Create Change” or one out of the "40 Best Community Development 
Podcasts" that you can find in our ACRIC Module “Engaged Citizen” in the "Get inspired" section.

Start a Time Ban

This quest will challenge frontline workers to execute a comprehensive and bold venture. 
Alternatively, this quest might be either a project worked in class, in small groups with shared 
responsibilities; or a time bank built upon the talents of the class.

To be more effective, we recommend you to:

Read the handbook first and guide the frontline workers through its content in class, making 
them the inquiry questions illustrated in the handbook.
Suggest them to put together small action plans. For instan
ce, looking into the section “Governance and Learning”, into step 3 “Involve regular, committed 
community members in steering groups”, ask them: “How would you regularly involve the 
steering groups?”.

Support them to search for additional information or to reach out to the national agencies. 
More information, resources and software can be found at TimeBanks – the organisation 
founded by Edgar Can, the creator of the Time banking concept.  

(EQF Level 3)
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https://www.allindata.org/resources/podcast-empowering-communities-to-discover-and-use-their-assets-to-create-change/
https://www.allindata.org/resources/podcast-empowering-communities-to-discover-and-use-their-assets-to-create-change/
https://www.allindata.org/resources/podcast-empowering-communities-to-discover-and-use-their-assets-to-create-change/
https://www.allindata.org/resources/podcast-empowering-communities-to-discover-and-use-their-assets-to-create-change/
https://acric.eu/topics/mod02
https://acric.eu/quests-all/67-cat-4-eqf-level-4/505-start-a-time-bank
https://acric.eu/quests-all/67-cat-4-eqf-level-4/505-start-a-time-bank
https://timebanks.org/


(Re)discover Your Neighbours’ Gifts

In order for you to enjoy this quest we suggest you to:

Play the “We can” game in class, to exemplify how it works.  

Seize the opportunity to support the learners in the creation process of the “We can” game for 
children, having the original game in mind. The frontline workers and community champions 
may use it as a precious tool to educate children on how to create a thriving neighbourhood, 
where they feel connected and proud to be part of. They may also use it to educate children to 
be advocates for a more inclusive, dignifying and democratic neighbourhood and society, 
sustained by a sharing and positive atmosphere.

If adult learners feel drawn to this topic, you may recommend either the podcast “Empowering 
Communities to Discover and Use their Assets to Create Change” or the podcasts’ list on the 
ACRIC Module “Engaged Citizen”. Or maybe both.

(EQF Level 4)
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https://acric.eu/topics/mod02


This quest is about Oral History Interviews:

This quest is linked to a process that can attract members of our community of different ages 
who are interested in capturing personal experiences, opinions and stories about issues related 
to the history and culture of a district or a city. It highlights a useful method/ process to record 
the memories, experiences, stories and surviving audiovisual material that may be held by a 
variety of community members about issues relating to the history and culture of a district in 
different historical periods and circumstances.

This tool allows active participation, connection, and mobilization of citizens interested in 
preserving the memories, points of view and experiences of members of a community as well as 
preserving its history and cultural heritage while promoting civic engagement At the same 
time, it is a participatory way to highlight and exploit small details and everyday life personal 
experiences and different points of view of people with different socioeconomic, cultural, 
religious or political backgrounds belonging in the community.

This quest encourages the participant to organize and conduct an oral history interview with a 
group of elder or younger citizens regarding a topic connected to his/her area’s history, 
everyday life, tradition and/or culture. Learners are first to undertake some online research and 
look through the supported links on oral history basics and how to conduct oral history 
interviews. The supported video provides valuable tips regarding the implementation of an oral 
history interview. 'Process' document attached provides a step by step guide with a 
scenario/example on how to organize and conduct an oral history interview with members of 
the community. Learners should pay attention and follow the process document providing 
useful step by step approach and tips.

Top tips: When planning and conducting an oral history interview, learners need to be careful 
about the topic they choose, the target population, and the participants they select, but also to 
prepare carefully questions that can be tested by possible comparison with events and 
incidents in the community's history or culture. At the same time, the learners should act as 
facilitators and encouragers by creating a good and warm climate of trust, a safe space, during 
the interview in order to get the maximum good result by maintaining a respectful relationship 
with the interviewees.

History, Heritage, and Urban Change

5

Oral History Interviews (EQF Level 3)
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https://acric.eu/quests-all/68-cat-5-eqf-level-3/491-oral-history-interviews
https://acric.eu/quests-all/68-cat-5-eqf-level-3/491-oral-history-interviews


This quest is about Participatory Cultural Mapping:

This quest is linked to a process that can attract members of our community who are interested
in the cultural resources of our community whether it be museums, galleries, historic sites, 
cultural groups, cultural organizations, festivals, traditions, artists, and even relationships! It 
highlights a useful tool, a technique introduced by UNESCO to record the tangible and 
intangible cultural resources of a neighborhood, a district, or even an entire city. The important 
point is that this tool allows active participation, connection, and mobilization of citizens, 
organizations, and institutions interested in culture and history and can enhance the civic 
engagement of people in a city/area. At the same time, it is a participatory way in a workshop 
together with discussion to identify opportunities to highlight both cultural resources and 
synergies between organisations, citizens, and the cultural sector.

This quest encourages the participant to create a plan for the implementation of a one-day 
workshop with the participation of local residents and stakeholders. Learners are first to 
undertake some online research and look through the supported links and take a quick look at 
the basic definitions and the tips offered by the UNESCO OER site and toolkit as well as the 
supported videos. 'Process' document attached which provides a step by step guide with a 
different scenario/task on cultural mapping in order to help the learner and give tips and 
insights to create a plan of a participatory cultural mapping workshop on cultural festivals and 
their connection with local traditions and the different communities that live in your 
community. Learners should pay attention that the process document is only just an example 
with a similar mapping subject on which they can base their own plan. The video is useful in 
providing short basic definitions of cultural mapping.

Top tips: When planning cultural mapping workshops always have in mind: i) the objectives of 
your workshop and ii) the people you want to involve it is crucial for the information that will be 
recorded as a map. Always start with the questions: What do we need to know? & Who needs to 
know? What type of information will I include in the map to best fulfil my purpose? Who will I 
ask/address? What will my parameters be to fulfil the goal I have set for the workshop?

How to organize a short Cultural Mapping Workshop in 
your community

(EQF Level 3)

This quest is about creating custom digital cultural/historical maps and routes using google 
maps:

 This quest is linked to a process that can attract not only members of our community but 
visitors and tourists as well, who are interested in the culture and history of our community 
whether it be historic sites, preserved buildings, old houses, monuments, streets and squares 
with historical/cultural importance, historic community projects’ sites etc. It highlights a useful 
tool, for promoting and sharing useful and interesting cultural and historical info on your 
community or city embedded in the form of a digital map and digital routes to follow. An 

 Creating a digital cultural map and route in your community (EQF Level 3)
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https://acric.eu/quests-all/68-cat-5-eqf-level-3/499-creating-a-digital-cultural-map-and-route-in-your-community


Always have clear goals/objectives regarding your event/activity
It is always good to choose a topic or two for the stories. For instance, what do I value the most 
in my community or how did I make friends in this neighbourhood and what is my favourite part 
of living in this community etc.
Audio or video recording a discussion, keep notes of the significant parts, create a table with 
the stories’ main points etc. involve the participants in this note-keeping, discussing and 
analysing the info of each story.
Collective discussion between participants should be the main method of commenting, 
comparing and analysing different stories and point of views in your event.
If you, and your team are not familiar with the storytelling process, you are strongly advised to 
have a small event with few youngsters participating e.g., 12 people. You are advised to engage 
young people from different cultural backgrounds, schools, sport teams or cultural clubs from 
your community/neighbourhood.
In a small group of participants if everyone shares a story and if the facilitators break the ice by 
starting to share their stories you will be able to find common ground and identify community 
values and issues. Everyone should be able to express their story and point of view
Create safe space and friendly atmosphere to help the participants share their stories and 
thoughts.

This quest is linked to a storytelling event organizing process that can create potentials for bringing 
together young people of different financial and cultural backgrounds who are interested in 
expressing and sharing their stories and opinions and identify common ground in terms of 
community values and ethos. The storytelling event needs teamwork to be implemented but this 
task leaves many different choices open to the learners to plan, imagine and hold a tailor made 
event that suits for their communities.

This quest encourages the learner to organize a storytelling activity/event with a group of younger 
citizens on any topic the learner thinks suitable for highlighting community ethos and values by 
using his/her critical thinking and experience. The learner can find also valuable tips and 
approaches in the provided website links on the planning, methods and implementation of a 
storytelling event/activity. Moreover, in the ‘Process’ document attached, the learner can find 
detailed instructions on how to organize and implement the activity/event he/she wants.

 Top tips:

We propose writing down on a flipchart, on a smart board or in a projected word document the 
main characters and characteristics of the stories to discuss them afterwards between participants, 
ask relevant questions and identify issues and values. Having participants comment and say their 
opinion or share their point of view or a common experience on each other’s stories would help 
reaching good results.

Creating Connecting Spaces

6

Community Youth Storytelling for Embedding Values and Ethos (EQF Level 3)
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https://acric.eu/quests-all/70-cat-6-eqf-level-3/500-community-youth-storytelling-for-embedding-values-and-ethos
https://acric.eu/quests-all/70-cat-6-eqf-level-3/500-community-youth-storytelling-for-embedding-values-and-ethos


This quest is linked to a video interview organizing process that can create potentials for 
extracting information, highlight and promote the ethos and values of different types of 
community-based projects in your community, area, or city.

The video interview needs both communicational, organizational and technical skills to be 
implemented but this task leaves many different choices open to the learners to plan, imagine 
and conduct a video interview which suits for their communities and the existing community- 
based projects in their community, area, or city.

This quest encourages the learner to organize, plan and conduct a video interview with 
representative(s) of a community-based project of his/her choice, to extract, highlight and 
promote valuable information on the services a community-based project offers to a 
community as well as on the ethos, values, and the personal experiences of the participants or 
the representatives of the chosen project.

Creating a Video Interview for Promoting a Community 
Project’s Ethos and Values

(EQF Level 3)

The most important part of planning an interview is determining the purpose/objective of 
the interview. In our case the purpose of the interview is to highlight the principles, values 
and ethos represented by a community-based project you will select and the 
representatives you will interview.
It is important to choose a project that you are interested in and about which you have basic 
knowledge and information or intend to research and profile its activities and participants 
before moving on to the interview process.
Make sure that the interviewees are representatives and experts of the topic you are 
discussing and have a direct and active relationship with the community-based project you 
have chosen.
The ethos, values and principles espoused by the community-based project you choose will 
be one of the main pillars/thematic axis of the discussion and the questions developed 
should focus on this.
It would be advisable, if possible, to conduct the interview at the premises where the 
community-based project you have chosen is housed/operates, if it meets the above- 
mentioned conditions, in order for the interviewee to be in a familiar place where he/she 
will feel safe to express him/herself freely and answer our questions.
The interview can be reinforced with supplementary or encouraging questions, to 
encourage or facilitate the interviewee and make the interview run smoothly. In this case 
the interviewer can use some communication techniques, such as "mirror questions” and 
paraphrasing.
Pay close attention at the video instructions on how to shoot and record a video with your 
smart phone.

The learner can find also valuable tips and approaches for planning and conducting the 
interview in the provided process document as well as a detailed step by step approach on how 
to record a video, for his/her video interview using his/her smartphone, in the video section.

Top tips:
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What are the main challenges in the relationships of these different groups in your 
community?
Which are the special needs of each group involved?
Are there any stereotypes or problems between these different groups?
How can you support and improve the relations between these different groups?
How can community ethos and values improve their relationship, enhance their 
cooperation, and address problems or needs?
How can I make my activity more inclusive?
What do I want to succeed, and which are the expected results of this activity?
How can you achieve tangible results while addressing their problems and needs?

This quest is about planning activities:

This quest is linked to a planning process that can create potentials for bringing together 
members of a community of different ages and backgrounds who are interested in events that 
promote and embed community values and ethos. The planning needs teamwork to be 
completed but this task leaves many different choices open to the learners to plan, imagine and 
sort out a tailor made event that suits for their communities.

This quest encourages the learner to create a short plan for the activity/event with a group of 
elder or younger citizens on any topic the learner thinks suitable by using his/her critical 
thinking and experience. The learner can find also valuable tips and approaches in the two 
provided website links on the planning of a cultural event/activity. Moreover, in the ‘Process’ 
document attached, the learner can find detailed instructions on how to create a short plan for 
the activity/event he/she wants while using the given template, in order to present it to his/her 
local community council.

Top tips: When planning an event, the purpose, reasons for holding an event, as well as the 
special socio-cultural circumstances in the community are the first things that should concern 
the learner. The whole approach is based on answering the following questions:

Planning Activities for Promotion of Community Ethos & 
Values

(EQF Level 4)
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https://acric.eu/quests-all/71-cat-6-eqf-level-4/502-planning-activities-for-promotion-of-community-ethos-values
https://acric.eu/quests-all/71-cat-6-eqf-level-4/502-planning-activities-for-promotion-of-community-ethos-values
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The resources provided in this section will help the educator to explore the impact of culture in 
local development. Based on this new knowledge and skills, you can help learners complete their 
quest.

What do we know about the impact of cultural participation on local development? - YouTube

Culture in the sustainable development goals: a guide for local action
 

The Commercial Experiences

7

Promote Local Development Through Arts & Culture (EQF Level 3)

The resources provided in this section will help the educator to explore the impact of storytelling in 
business development. Based on this new knowledge and skills, the educator can help learners to 
complete their quest.

Marketing Storytelling: How to Craft Stories That Sell And Build Your Brand - YouTube

The Undeniable Power of Business Storytelling | Khushboo Nangalia | TEDxAPUKL - YouTube

Promote Your Local Businesses Through Storytelling (EQF Level 4)
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https://acric.eu/quests-all/72-cat-7-eqf-level-3/548-promote-local-development-through-arts-culture
https://www.youtube.com/embed/7QDNVMVF7ss
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https://acric.eu/quests-all/73-cat-7-eqf-level-4/549-promote-your-local-businesses-through-storytelling


Community Aesthetics

8

 What are the aesthetic resources of the community?
 What are the aesthetic detractors of the community?
 Will the community's aesthetic character be changed if the proposed project is implemented?
 Will the change be for the better or worse?
 How important is the change to various community stakeholders?
 Is the design of the project compatible with community character and goals?
 Has aesthetics surfaced as a community concern?
 Can any potential impact be avoided or mitigated?

This quest explores what is community aesthetic and the importance of it. A clear definition is 
provided with examples. A community aesthetic and visual resource can be broadly defined as a 
natural or cultural feature of the environment that elicits positive sensory reactions and 
evaluations by the observer. These might include street trees, scenic views, historic districts and 
structures, local landmarks, and cultural resources like libraries, town halls, civic centres, and 
college campuses.

Participants are informed that civic pride is often associated with the aesthetic and visual qualities 
of a community — qualities that make a community unique among its neighbours and special to its 
residents.

Once the participant has completed this quest it will develop his or her communication skills and 
enhance networking skills.

Top tips: When engaging participants in this quest it is important to have these questions in mind:

Questions to be answered in an assessment of potential aesthetic and visual impacts from 
infrastructure projects include:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What is Community Aesthetics (EQF Level 3)

This quest is an exciting idea of understanding a 20minute neighbourhood.

The resources will help participants to understand the 20-minute neighbourhood concept and the 
activity. The 20-minute neighbourhood concept is all about ‘living locally’— giving people the ability 
to meet most of their daily needs within a 20-minute return walk from home, with access to safe 
cycling and local transport options.

How to Explore Your Neighbourhoods (EQF Level 3)
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be safe, accessible, and well connected for pedestrians and cyclists to optimise active transport
offer high-quality public realm and open spaces
provide services and destinations that support local living
facilitate access to quality public transport that connects people to jobs and higher-order 
services
deliver housing/population at densities that make local services and transport viable
facilitate thriving local economies.

Participants are encouraged to make a short video that encapsulates the key features of their 
neighbourhoods. The resources will help to achieve creating an interesting and engaging video this 
will help the participant develop their communication and teach them about using social media 
effectively and how to create videos.

Top tips: The participants are to be encouraged to capture in their videos the following about their 
neighbourhood:

In this quest the learner is provided an overview of public art and its purpose. The focus in this 
quest will be on the role of sculpture as public art in the learner’s neighbourhood/city. The task is to 
invoke curiosity in the learner as to why it is valuable and the ‘story behind it’. Once the task is 
completed the learner will understand the reasons for the choices of sculpture and why it is 
arguably the most common form of public art and is one that appears in some form in virtually 
every culture. It will also include a discussion of public space, public sphere, the artist’s role and the 
audience’s role in public art, and assessment of public art.

The learners will develop analytical and communication skills they will have the be able to interpret 
public art. public art can teach us a lot about real life situations. They can be a reflection of what is 
going on out in the world around us.

Top tips: Sculpture and architecture both differ from other fine arts. Unlike music, poetry, or 
theatre, which may on a temporary basis participate in defining public spaces from time to time, 
public sculpture, and architecture, typically persist in a fixed and determined space becoming 
permanent features of the environment. Whereas the spectator has a choice to avoid a theatre or 
musical performance in a public space, sculpture and architecture sculpture always remain 
accessible to people using the environment.

Understanding Public Art and Sculptures (EQF Level 4)
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The additional content provided in the educator section will help you as an educator to implement 
and enhance your outdoor activity. In particular, the Plum Landing’s website (PDF) includes several 
types of high-quality content including pictures, online games, videos, stickers. These resources 
allow for a digital experience and greater engagement of children to conduct the activity with an 
interactive component and the use of gamification for learning.

You can customise and adapt the activity according to the resources and time available to complete 
it.

The Twinkl’s website includes several sample worksheets for conducting a scavenger hunt. 
However, there is a charge for downloading these worksheets. If your financial resources are 
limited, you can use them as inspiration to create your own with an appropriate online tool such as 
Canva.

The video provided - “Teaching in natural and cultural places" - includes useful guidelines and tips 
on how to conduct a course outside the classroom.

Teaching in natural and cultural places - Webinar - YouTube
effective-approaches-to-connect-children-with-nature (1).pdf

Reconnect City Children (and Adults) with Nature (EQF Level 3)

The additional resources provided in this section will help you better understand the topic and its 
challenges and, more importantly, how to reduce and manage food waste within your community.

A recipe for cutting food waste | Peter Lehner | TEDxManhattan - YouTube
Building an Awareness Campaign Video Guide - YouTube
Food Waste Reduction Action Plan

Tackle food waste through reduction and management strategy (EQF Level 4)

Environmental Factors

9
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This activity may be taught to be applied to community or other settings, such as in family 
environment, at work with co-workers, in school with colleagues, etc. The cross-cutting bottom-line 
is to raise awareness about how food shape’s cultural identity of a group of people and explore the 
emotional ties to food.

In steps 2 and 3, in order to narrow down the scope of the dishes and memories, it could be 
suggested to collect food stories around a specific or important event or date for your 
audience/community (e.g. at Christmas). 

On step 3, some learners may need an explanation on how to draft goals and objectives and their 
importance to implement an activity. Moreover, an additional enlightenment on what an informed 
consent is, may be needed. For this purpose, we suggest to show the video “What is Informed 
Consent” up to minute 1.22 and teach adults to draft an informed consent. Please see the example, 
on the “Teacher Documents” heading. 

Finally, this activity could be illustrated with examples of (pop-up) exhibitions. This may be 
interesting for the learners, so that they can gain inspiration from the experience. If there’s the 
opportunity, a visit to one exhibition in the area could be organized.

What is Informed Consent? | Kaiser Permanente - YouTube

Create Community Food Memorabilia (EQF Level 3)

Once participants have completed this quest, they will have developed new skills on how to use 
technology effectively. For example: using smart phones and learn how to use a 360 camera and 
find a suitable platform for your tour. Participants are encouraged to create their own plans for 
their virtual tours - use photos, interviews, sounds and add their own narration. For doing this there 
are useful tools in the Resources section. NB: Google Poly is not available since July 2021.

Participants would have explored what is culture, in all its richness and diversity and now 
understand that culture, can be experienced as listening, playing, seeing, watching, and interacting, 
performing, devising, designing and composing, making, writing and doing. 

Top tip: The most important take away from this quest for participants will be that individuals and 
communities can create, participate in – or be audiences for – culture: they are its makers and 
consumers. Learners will have an enhanced understanding that personal culture is the collection of 
cultures that one belongs to at a point in time. Culture is shared understanding that emerges from 
shared experience

What is Culture and Why does it Matter? - YouTube

What is Culture (EQF Level 3)

Culture

10
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Who lives in your community right now?
What kinds of diversity already exists?
What kinds of relationships are established between cultural groups?
Are the different cultural groups well organised?
What kind of struggles between cultures exist?
What kind of struggles within cultural groups exist?
Are these struggles openly recognised and talked about?
Are there efforts to build alliances and coalitions between groups?
What issues do different cultural groups have in common?

"Culture" refers to a group or community which shares common experiences that shape the way its 
members understand the world. It includes groups that we are born into, such as race, national 
origin, gender, class, or religion. It can also include a group we join or become part of. For example, 
it is possible to acquire a new culture by moving to a new country or region, by a change in our 
economic status, or by becoming disabled. When we think of culture this broadly, we realise we all 
belong to many cultures at once.

Culture is a strong part of people's lives. It influences their views, their values, their humour, their 
hopes, their loyalties, and their worries and fears. So when you are working with people and 
building relationships with them, it helps to have some perspective and understanding of their 
cultures.

But as we explore culture, it's also important to remember how much we have in common. People 
see the world very differently, but they know what it is like to wake up in the morning and look 
forward to the adventures that of the day. We are all human beings. We all love deeply, want to 
learn, have hopes and dreams, and have experienced pain and fear.

So, what kind of community do you envision for yourself? How will diversity be approached in your 
community? If you could have your ideal community right now, what would it look like? If you can't 
have your ideal community right now, what will be the next steps you will take in building the kind 
of cultural community you want?

Top tips: here are some questions that may help you think about your community:

Identity, Society and Culture - YouTube

Ways Communities Express Their Cultural Identity (EQF Level 4)

This quest may be used to reflect about the role of food culture and the importance of food 
experiences in our daily lives. 

To begin with, the first video Food is Culture, used to celebrate the European Year of Cultural 
Heritage (2018) could be shared with frontline workers, in order to stimulate discussion and 
harness their perceptions. 

Make a (Bucket) List of Local Food Experiences (EQF Level 3)
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The second video Delicious Europe could be shared to reflect about the diversity of eating habits in 
Europe. Food habits’ diversity depends greatly on one’s culture and geographical location. Next, 
the scope of the topic could be narrowed down to the learners’ location. A positive food 
experience may be different from person to person, depending on their background, age, 
circumstances, among other variables.

Learners could create several (bucket) lists of food experiences for different personality profiles, 
ages, areas of the city/region or subcultures in small groups.

After following all the steps of the quest highlighted in the “Process” section, one experience could 
be picked from the lists created to organise an experience for the community to address social 
matters prevalent in the community. It could be given as example the A Beautiful Food Experience in 
Australia. This project was created to provide a remarkable food experience, taking place monthly, 
with the collaboration of volunteers and local restaurants, to address loneliness and isolation 
experienced by local inhabitants.

Food is Culture - European Year of Cultural Heritage - YouTube
Delicious Europe - YouTube
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INTRODUCTION



About the project
The project Active Citizens Reimagining the Community (ACRIC) aims to set up a program of 
adult education directed at training community mediators. The objective is to train selected 
members of the public to act as mediators between the community and professionals working 
in urban development. The community mediators are volunteer citizens.

ACRIC toolkit for front-line

Learning objectives

Learning Outcomes 

Knowledge

Skills

Attitude

A formal adult education training tool kit for front line workers, librarians, archivist, member of 
staff in housing associations, social and community workers, tutor or facilitator who may want 
to implement the informal adult education program through their organization. The material 
will contain both formal and non-formal methodologies on helping them to raise their 
knowledge in 10 essential areas of community development chosen to help them facilitate 
upskilling of Community Mediators to engage with the community.

AIM OF THIS DOCUMENT

This document aims to present a clear evaluation of the different quests developed by the 
ACRIC partnership. The evaluation of the quests is broken down into learning objectives and 
learning outcomes as follows: 

       Overall description of the purpose, intention, or objective of the quest.

       They are the specific, measurable knowledge and skills that the participant will gain by 
       completing the quest. The learning outcomes are defined here in terms of:

       Collection of facts, principles, theories, and practices related to the field of studies or    
       professional activity.

       Ability to apply knowledge and use the acquired resources to complete tasks and solve
       problems. It may be cognitive (use of logical, intuitive or creative thinking) or practical
      (implying manual skill and the use of methods, materials, tools and instruments).

       This is the internal state that reflects in the participant’s behaviour. It is complex to quantify
       but can be shown in the learner’s response to people or situations.

The ACRIC quests are aimed at EQF levels 3 & 4. The EQF level is specified for each quest in 
this document.
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Learning 
Objectives

Learners develop a strong awareness of the issues 
underpinning greener and healthier travel, developing an 
empirical appreciation of the net benefits, an understanding 
some of the barriers for this and in drawing up plans for 
people making greener
Participants acquire an understanding and appreciation of 
different options for conducting their transport needs for
work, education, culture or retail and the cost, environmental

Knowledge

Skills

UNIT 1: TRANSPORT AND CONNECTIVITY

EQF Level 3

Designing out the use of cars for commuting-towards healthier and greener 
transport solutions

Research skills – undertaking desk top research on green 
transport solutions and analysis of diary logs produced by the 
participants
Green Transport Policy and Best Practice – an understanding 
of the range of sustainable green transport

Analytical skills through evaluation of diary logs
Mapping skills in identifying sustainable green routes
Research skills on options for public transport

Attitude Communication skills acquired through briefing of 
participants
Leadership skills acquired through management of the 
cohort of participants

Learning 
Objectives

Understanding of the impact of air quality on health and 
wellbeing
Understanding of the positive impacts of active travel even 
when air quality is poor
Understanding benefits of cycle and walking routes using 
green corridors or co cycling/motoring bike lanes

EQF Level 4

Healthier Pathways 4 Active Travel



Knowledge

Skills

UNIT 2: LEISURE AND AMENITIES

Undertaking a literature review and desktop research 
Understanding of mapping data and translating data into 
route maps that avoid poor air quality

Undertaking a literature review and desktop research 
Understanding of mapping data and translating data into 
route maps that avoid poor air quality 

Attitude Undertaking a literature review and desktop research 
Understanding of mapping data and translating data into 
route maps that avoid poor air quality 

Learning 
Objectives

Users are aware of the challenge of financing public sports 
facilities in institutional hands and know ways to define user 
groups and identify potentials

EQF Level 3

Increase Utilisation of Sports Facilities

Knowledge

Skills

What are some of the resourcing challenges to maintain 
amenities and run cultural services?
Who is using your amenities and why (and even more 
important why not)?

How can I improve the use of for a community pool or 
community sports club (football pitches and other amenities)?
How can I reach users to get their opinion on services?

Attitude How do I become active making the most of leisure and 
recreation in my city?
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Learning 
Objectives

Appreciation of the theories and methods of asset-based 
community development
Understanding the community building that asset-based 
community developing can deliver

EQF Level 4

Asset Based Community Development - Take Your Own Approach in Your 
Street or Neighbourhood

Knowledge

Skills

Mapping and questionnaire design
Desktop research
Asset based community development theory, principles and 
methods

Asset based community development application of methods
Organisational skills
Evaluation skills

Attitude
Research – basic quantitative and qualitative
Communication skills – promoting and developing an 
approach

Learning 
Objectives

Appreciation of the process and approach for ensuring a new 
community centre fits the needs of its future users and the 
local communities who will use it

EQF Level 4

Build Your Own Community Centre

Knowledge

Skills

Business planning to ensure that the operations of a new 
community centre are sustainable
Fundraising approaches to raise match funding

Development of questionnaires and construction of case study 
by desktop research and follow up interview
To be able to develop an asset that meets local needs

To be able to sustainably run the community asset raising 
sufficient income



Learning 
Objectives

The participants are aware of the importance of including 
children and young people in the urban planning process in 
order to be able to take the perspective of this age group and
meet requirements, and they know methods of integrating 
the group

Knowledge

Skills

UNIT 3: CHILDREN AND PLAY

EQF Level 3

Discover the city through children's eyes

Participants know the need for a change of perspective in 
projects for children and young people.
Participants know the advantages of involving children in 
urban planning processes.

Users can engage in dialogue with other user groups to 
determine different requirements for places and 
neighbourhoods.
Participants know the importance of active observation and 
listening and can implement this

Attitude Participants are able to take the perspective of another user 
group, to perceive and respond to the needs of these groups.
Participants are able to draw conclusions about the 
requirements and needs of other user groups for urban 
places by observing them

Learning 
Objectives

Participants are able to reach younger target groups for 
discussions and planning processes via modern 
communication channels

EQF Level 3

Engaging with teenagers and gaining a better understanding of their needs
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Knowledge

Skills

Participants are able to name channels for addressing young 
people.
Participants are able to name channels for addressing young 
people

Participants are able to use social media channels as 
platforms for creative competitions

Attitude Participants are able to engage in conversations with young 
people through visual, creative formats and plan joint 
activities based on this interaction

Learning 
Objectives

Users are aware of the importance of involving the target
group of children in planning processes and know methods 
and procedures to involve different stakeholders and link 
their views

EQF Level 4

Involve the target group

Knowledge

Skills

Participants know about the function and importance of 
playgrounds in general.
They have gained knowledge about children's needs (in urban 
spaces).
They have learned methods for conducting public 
participation workshops

Participants can identify children's needs and requirements for 
playgrounds.
They know how to communicate with different stakeholders

Attitude Participants are able to bring together and develop the 
requirements, needs and demands of different target groups 
for playgrounds.
They can involve children in the design process



Learning 
Objectives

You will learn activities to unlock community(ie)’s 
commonness and connectedness feelings, while preserving 
personal identity and diversity.
You will learn by doing, community organising

Knowledge

Skills

UNIT 4: MAXIMIZING COMMUNITY ASSETS

EQF Level 3

Discover All That You Share with Your Community

The importance of respecting diversity in a community;
The importance of finding commonness and equality;
Definition and key-ingredients to nurture sense of belonging

Community organising;
Address stereotypes;
Explore peoples’ commonalities;
Reflect about stereotyping from a significant and personal 
experience;
Reflect about sense of belonging from a significant and 
personal experience

Attitude Foster a great sense of belonging;
Ability to draw empathetic conclusions about community 
members as individuals, as a group and as a community;
Communicate with others, inspiring confidence and 
trustworthiness

Learning 
Objectives

Create an easy to do community activity to acknowledge 
collective community pride;
Identify local assets

EQF Level 3

Create a “Love Notes’ Installation” About Your Community
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Knowledge

Skills

Introduction to Asset Based Community Development 
Community organising

Identify communal interests that trigger collective action

Attitude Gain a positive and empowered attitude towards individuals, 
to shape the community's future;
Build a believer group facilitation mindset

Learning 
Objectives

Propose your skills/talents to the community members who 
need them;
Develop a network of volunteer services;
Create opportunities through their involvement in 
community actions

EQF Level 4

Start a Time Bank

Knowledge

Skills

Understand Asset-Based Community Development principles 
in Action

Build a network of volunteers;
Plan and organise the delivery of volunteer services to bridge 
the skills’ gap within my community;
Share my skills within a volunteer network;
Take advantage of the various opportunities offered by the 
support network;
Satisfy the community wants and supply the community 
demands

Attitude Value each person’s gifts and time equally;
How to support individual members;
How to support group activities
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Learning 
Objectives

Identify and list your community members’ gifts

Knowledge

Skills

EQF Level 4

(Re)discover Your Neighbours’ Gifts

Introduction to Asset mapping

Identify gifts (asset mapping) of your community members 
and make an inventory

Attitude Gain a positive and empowered attitude towards individuals, 
to shape the community's future;
Build a believer group facilitation mindset

Learning 
Objectives

Users will learn to describe what oral history is and why is it 
important for the community’s history and cultural heritage 
preservation.
Users will learn to recognize the steps, tips and standards of 
an oral history interview

Knowledge

UNIT 5: HISTORY, HERITAGE AND URBAN CHANGE

EQF Level 3

Oral History Interviews

Research skills – undertaking desk top research on green 
transport solutions and analysis of diary logs produced by the 
participants
Green Transport Policy and Best Practice – an understanding 
of the range of sustainable green transport
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Skills
Users will be able to explain the importance of oral history 
for community’s history and cultural heritage preservation.
Users will learn to select the appropriate subject of the 
interview, identify the appropriate the interviewees, the 
place of the interview and identify possible questions to be 
asked.
Users will learn to discuss with fellow citizens/interviewees 
during the interview, extract valuable oral testimonies and 
summarize the results.
Users will be able to argue about the importance of oral 
history and relate individuals’ testimonies with the history of 
the community and the preservation of cultural heritage of a 
community.
Users will be able to combine the different steps, directions 
and tips given and perform an oral history interview with a 
group of elder or younger citizens regarding a topic 
connected to their area’s history, everyday life, tradition 
and/or culture

Attitude Users will be able to appraise the importance of oral history 
interviews and testimonies for the history and cultural 
heritage preservation of their community

Learning 
Objectives

Users will learn the steps of creating a digital map of unknown 
historical/significant places in your community.
Users will learn how choose their subject and the types of 
resources they will need to create their digital maps.
Users will learn how to create a digital map using Google maps

EQF Level 3

Creating a digital cultural map and route in your community

Users will be able to define and identify culturally relevant 
locations in their community according to their chosen 
subject.
Users will be able to identify relevant information regarding 
the locations on their map.
Users will learn to recognize the steps, tips and standards of 
digital map creation on Google maps

Knowledge
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Skills
Users will be able to design a basic digital map.
Users will be able to find their chosen locations on a map. 
Share a location's importance using an image and description.
Users will be able to gather online information on their map 
locations, add location to their map, share digital files and 
insert images on their digital map.
Users will learn to edit titles and descriptions, and rename 
locations on their maps.
Users will learn to share their maps

Attitude Users will be able to change their attitudes towards the use 
of digital maps as a method of promoting and sharing 
important locations to explore the culture, the development, 
and history of a community, a cultural group within the 
community, or an entir
Users will be able to appraise the importance of 
cultural/historical digital map for history and cultural 
preservation and promotion, as well as community 
engagement and sustainability of a city/community

Learning 
Objectives

Users will learn about cultural mapping, participatory cultural 
mapping and its importance in exploring cultural elements, 
institutions, and traditions of the community and identifying 
opportunities in your area.
Users will learn how to perform a cultural mapping workshop 
step by step and exploit its results
Users will learn to appreciate the role of cultural mapping in 
community history and cultural heritage

EQF Level 4

How to organize a short Cultural Mapping Workshop in your community

Users will learn the definition of cultural mapping is and its 
importance in exploring cultural elements, institutions, 
resources, networks, links and patterns of usage in your 
community and identifying opportunities in your area
Users will learn to recognize the steps, tips and standards of 
a participatory cultural mapping workshop

Knowledge
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Skills  Users will be able to explain the importance of cultural 
mapping in exploring cultural elements, institutions, 
resources, networks, links and patterns of usage in your 
community and identifying opportunities in your area
Users will learn to select the appropriate subject of a cultural 
mapping workshop, identify the appropriate techniques and 
methods, and questions to be asked when planning a cultural 
mapping workshop.
Users will learn to plan discussions and follow steps for the 
cooperation with fellow citizens and stakeholders’ 
representatives during the cultural mapping workshop

Attitude Users will be able to change their attitudes towards the use 
of cultural mapping as a method of importance of exploring 
cultural elements, institutions, resources, networks, links and 
patterns of usage in your community and identifying 
opportunities in
Users will be able to appraise the importance of cultural 
mapping in exploring cultural elements, institutions, 
resources, networks, links and patterns of usage in your 
community and identifying opportunities in your area

Learning 
Objectives

Users will learn about the role of storytelling in 
understanding community ethos and values and its 
importance for social cohesion, community building and 
development

Knowledge

UNIT 6: CREATING CONNECTING SPACES

EQF Level 3

Community Youth Storytelling for Embedding Values and Ethos

Users will learn more about storytelling and story sharing 
process and how to extract useful info for a community’s 
ethos and values.
Users will understand the importance of storytelling and 
story sharing process that promote community ethos and 
values.
Users will understand the different steps of creating a youth 
storytelling activity/event
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Skills Users will learn how to implement steps and methods and 
organize a youth storytelling event focused on community 
values and ethos.
Users will learn to recognize and synthesize the different 
stories and point of views of participants and extract valuable 
info on the values and ethos of a community

Attitude Users will learn to appreciate storytelling and story sharing 
process in highlighting community ethos and values and their 
importance for cohesion and community building.
Users will change their attitude towards storytelling and 
story sharing process and will use valuable lessons for 
understanding, sharing, and highlighting community values 
and ethos with different participants

Learning 
Objectives

Users will learn how to conduct, and video record a video 
interview with representative(s) of a community-based 
project in their area, to promote and highlight the services, 
the ethos and values the chosen project brings to the 
community

Knowledge

EQF Level 3

Creating a Video Interview for Promoting a Community Project’s Ethos and 
Values

Users will learn more about the video interview process and 
how to extract useful info for a community-based project’s 
ethos and values.
Users will understand the importance of video interview 
process in promoting community ethos and values.
Users will understand the different steps of conducting a 
video interview with representative(s) of a community-based 
project in their community/area

Skills Users will learn how to implement steps and methods and 
organize a video interview focused on promoting community
values and ethos of a chosen community-based project.
Users will learn to recognize the different techniques and 
technical ways to record and conduct a video interview
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Attitude Users will learn to appreciate video interview process in 
highlighting community ethos and values and their 
importance for cohesion and community building.
Users will change their attitude towards video interview 
process and will use it for understanding, extracting info, 
sharing, and highlighting community values and ethos in 
different community-based projects in their community

Learning 
Objectives

Users will learn about community ethos and values and their 
importance for social cohesion, community building and 
development, as well as for addressing challenges concerning 
citizens and their relationships with each other and with 
different groups

EQF Level 4

Planning Activities for Promotion of Community Ethos & Values

Knowledge

Skills

Users will learn more about community ethos and values.
Users will understand the importance of addressing 
challenges in the community with activities/events that 
promote community ethos and values.
Users will understand the different steps of creating a plan 
for an activity/event

Users will learn how to embed community values and ethos in 
the planning of community activities/events.
Users will learn to recognize the challenges that face the 
relationships of members in the community as well as different 
groups in the community.
Users will learn how to plan an activity/ event that promotes 
community ethos and values

Attitude Users will learn to appreciate community ethos and values 
and their importance for cohesion and community building.
Users will change their attitude towards integrating 
community ethos and values into activities and events to 
address challenges in their community
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Learning 
Objectives

Promote local development and culture

Knowledge

Skills

UNIT 7: THE COMMERCIAL EXPERIENCES

EQF Level 3

Promote Local Development Through Arts & Culture

Know the social and economic value of culture in local 
development
Learn how culture and creativity foster inclusiveness within 
the community
Know basic marketing strategies

Identify strategies to foster local cultural practices
Value and safeguard cultural heritage
Combine marketing strategies with local artists to foster 
local development
Use online tools and platforms to promote the event online

Attitude Promote local SMEs
Promote social cohesion through cultural tourism
Promote local cultural heritage with new innovative networks

Learning 
Objectives

Promote local business/product
Learn about storytelling
Humanize local brands through storytelling

EQF Level 4

Promote Your Local Businesses Through Storytelling
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Knowledge

Skills

Understand the importance of stories in marketing 
communication, the influence of emotions on customer 
behaviour
Learn to leverage the social influence of the customers
Know different techniques, formats and examples of 
storytelling

Capture customers attention through stories
Define and analyse brand stories
Engage and build trust with customers

Attitude Acknowledge the impact of stories on brand development
Exploit storytelling for local business development
Improve the local businesses' communication on media

Learning 
Objectives

Users will understand what civic pride is and this is often 
associated with the aesthetic and visual qualities of a 
community - qualities that make a community unique among 
its neighbours and special to its residents

EQF Level 3

What is Community Aesthetics

Knowledge

Skills

Awakens how aspects of design can communicate, guide 
actions, and inspire curiosity, imagination, and feelings about 
a place
Awakens a sense of belonging, mutuality, meaning, 
competence, and a caring about important things by those 
who play and work in the space

Helps with decision making and engagement
Community aesthetics aids us in engaging and learning about 
our town, cities and neighbourhoods. This could be done 
through hands on inquiry, questioning and writing

Attitude Delivering community aesthetic quality is not a one-off 
exercise but a process

UNIT 8: COMMUNITY AESTHETICS



Learning 
Objectives

Exploring your neighbourhood provides adults with skills that 
will enable them to “read” cities and towns. Giving them the 
grammar and vocabulary to explore a number of aspects of 
cultural identity and comparing the various identities 
expressed by others

EQF Level 3

How to Explore Your Neighbourhoods

Knowledge

Skills

After having followed the training material and the example 
exercises, the trainees should have required a good 
knowledge of describing different aspects of city and 
neighbourhood development in at least two of the following: 
Identity, History and heritage

The participant will develop written and oral skills in order to 
describe a city or town from different aspects.
The participant will be able to reflect upon his/her own texts 
and communicate said texts with others to a good oral level

Attitude
Community aesthetics connects us to our ability to reflect on 
and appreciate the world around us which in turn gives us
feelings of contentment and hope and pride

Learning 
Objectives

Public art allows for varied participation, including public 
engagement in planning, selection, creation, installation, 
maintenance and collective appreciation
Participatory public art better reflects neighbourhood 
identity, culture and history.
The shared experience of creation and interaction with public 
art builds community cohesion

EQF Level 4

Understanding Public Art and Sculptures

Knowledge Cultural understanding
Cultural Identity
Sense of belonging
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Develop creative ideas and solutions
Develop Critical thinking

Attitude Work in collaboration with artists, communities and planners
You will analyse a public art and reflect on the role of public 
art to commemorate, educate, and build community.

Skills

Learning 
Objectives

Understand sustainable wellbeing and the importance of 
nature as a source of health and wellbeing
Empower people including city-dwellers to take action for 
the environment through nature-based interventions to 
promote health and wellbeing for both people and the planet
Discover nature including all its components (fauna & flora, 
soil, water…)

EQF Level 3

Reconnect City Children (and Adults) with Nature

Knowledge

Skills

Acquire basic knowledge on nature and its importance for 
humans
Acknowledge the importance of nature for health
Enhance your general and disciplinary knowledge

Develop your observation skills about nature and its 
components
Develop your creativity
Develop your thinking and problem-solving skills
Develop your social-emotional skills

Attitude Influence others on the importance to preserve environment
Engage in local sustainable activities to protect your local 
green spaces
Use the natural environment as an integrating context

UNIT 9: ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
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Learning 
Objectives

Explain why food waste is a problem
Describe what happens to food waste
Identify strategies to reduce food waste

EQF Level 4

Tackle food waste through reduction and management strategy

Knowledge

Skills

Understand the characteristics of food waste
Know how food waste impacts the environment especially 
global warming
Promote ways in which to reduce and tackle food waste

Develop your communication skills
Develop your teamwork skills
Develop your problem-solving skills

Attitude
Collaborate to produce actionable changes that can have 
impact on your own community
Reflect on your own personal contribution to the problem
Influence people and local shops to change behaviours in 
order to tackle food waste

Learning 
Objectives

Understand food as a cultural element part of individual’s and 
community’s identity;
Explore individual memory stories attached to typical dishes 
or staples, as part of the personal history and tradition, to 
understand the traditions of my community.
Uncover the emotional meaning to my community of 
distinctive dishes or staples;
Ensure a meaningful present and future linked to food, by 
exploring foods’ memory stories and respective memorabili

EQF Level 3

Create Community Food Memorabilia

Knowledge Food as an element which shapes the cultural identity of a 
community;
Food as a connection component to an individual’s family, 
community, region or country;
Emotional ties and meanings of food
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Capacity building on memories’ storytelling;
Put together a food community memorabilia;
Organise a pop-up exhibition;
Develop emotional awareness and intelligence around culture

Attitude Be the spark that ignites urban revitalization through artistic 
and cultural actions in my region;
Promote culture being the initiator of cultural activities that 
benefits the community

Skills

Learning 
Objectives

Understand that culture plays a catalytic and mobilizing role 
for the city's residents
Shared culture is communicated through the events of daily 
life, such as food, ways of dress and familiar music or art 
forms.
A sense of personal identity through culture is supported by 
shared language and ways of communicating and sometimes 
through a shared faith or religious backdrop to daily life

EQF Level 4

What is Culture

Knowledge

Skills

How do we define Culture? How do I support creativity, 
interaction with others and cultural diversity in my local area?

How can I use Culture as a lever for urban development in my 
local area?
How to get started in building communities that encourage 
diversity

Attitude Be the spark that ignites urban revitalization through artistic 
and cultural actions in my region
An appreciation of cultural diversity goes hand-in-hand with a 
just and equitable society.
Be empathic and open minded to support the disadvantaged 
groups in my local area
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Learning 
Objectives

Understand food as a cultural element part of individual’s and 
community’s identity;
Explore individual memory stories attached to typical dishes 
or staples, as part of the personal history and tradition, to 
understand the traditions of my community.
Uncover the emotional meaning to my community of 
distinctive dishes or staples;
Ensure a meaningful present and future linked to food, by 
exploring foods’ memory stories and respective memorabilia

EQF Level 3

Create Community Food Memorabilia

Knowledge

Skills

Food as an element which shapes the cultural identity of a 
community;
Food as a connection component to an individual’s family, 
community, region or country;
Emotional ties and meanings of food

Capacity building on memories’ storytelling;
Put together a food community memorabilia;
Organise a pop-up exhibition;
Develop emotional awareness and intelligence around culture

Attitude Be the spark that ignites urban revitalization through artistic 
and cultural actions in my region;
Promote culture being the initiator of cultural activities that 
benefits the community

UNIT 10: CULTURE

Learning 
Objectives

Understand that culture plays a catalytic and mobilizing role 
for the city's residents
Shared culture is communicated through the events of daily 
life, such as food, ways of dress and familiar music or art 
forms.
A sense of personal identity through culture is supported by 
shared language and ways of communicating and sometimes 
through a shared faith or religious backdrop to daily life

EQF Level 3

What is Culture
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Knowledge

Skills

How do we define Culture? How do I support creativity, 
interaction with others and cultural diversity in my local area?

How can I use Culture as a lever for urban development in my 
local area?
How to get started in building communities that encourage 
diversity

Attitude Be the spark that ignites urban revitalization through artistic 
and cultural actions in my region
An appreciation of cultural diversity goes hand-in-hand with a 
just and equitable society.
Be empathic and open minded to support the disadvantaged 
groups in my local area

Learning 
Objectives

Understand food as a cultural element part of individual’s and 
community’s identity;
Identify local assets related with food sector;
Promote local resources, experiences and businesses

EQF Level 3

Make a (Bucket) List of Local Food Experiences

Knowledge

Skills

Cultural diversity in food;
Food as an element which shapes the cultural identity of a 
community;
Food as a connection component to an individual’s family, 
community, region or country

Take stock of local food experiences;
Create inspirational, appealing, diverse and inclusive food 
bucket lists;
Energise the community through the food industry

Attitude Be the spark that ignites urban revitalization through artistic 
and cultural actions in my region;
Promote culture being the initiator of cultural activities that 
benefits the community
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Learning 
Objectives

Learning about other cultures is an interesting way to 
challenge your thought processes and expand the way you 
process information
Learning about other cultures allows you to move outside 
your own bubble, and find new ways of thinking, and new 
ways of approaching problems
In today’s techno-savvy times, the world is rapidly becoming 
smaller. There are high chances that you will encounter 
people with varying cultures. You’ll need to master the art of 
understanding cultural diversity

EQF Level 4

Ways Communities Express Their Cultural Identity

Knowledge

Skills

Promotes personal growth while enabling you to learn new 
things about your culture.
Engaging in multicultural experiences allows you to 
participate in new activities, taste new food, and experience a 
vast range of things away from your comfort zone

Enhance ability to interact with people from diverse 
backgrounds.
Understanding different cultures enhance communication in 
varying ways. For instance, culture can influence speaking 
tendencies such as; figurative language, speed, and 
presentation

Attitude Well-rounded view of the world.
The world comprises people with diverse cultures. Where 
possible, being exposed to different cultures helps you 
embrace and appreciate people that are different from you
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